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ABSTRACT
various organizatiohal modes for isflementing

desegregation in higher education are examined with specific I

reference to the effects of programs at the University cf Washington,
the.University of California at Santa Barbara, and thefUniversity of
California at Berkeley. Each school established Equal Opportunity
Programs (EOP) that differ structurally and operationally. The
University of washihgton Frogram illustrates a self-determination
model, a unified, s.elf-contained, and relatively autonomous office. A
partial-determinatiOn model was used by UC Santa Barbara where EOP
op.eratei under i somewhat decentralized system. EOP at the UC
Berkeley folVows an integration model where all EOP clients use
regular student servides for advice and assistance. The extent to
which each'of these models may lend itself to or embody institutional
racism is examined. It is suggested that wherever racial disparities
exist ln an institution, institutional racism exists. Enrollment
figures, relative academic performance and general sense of
well-being of EOP students are all factors that should be examined
when measuring institutional racism. The E0.1 program at the
University of Washington, designed and run by minorities, is viewed
as the leamt"vulnerable to ihstitutional racism. Since !OP at Eic
Santa Barbara has-less autonomy it may be more tusceptible to
.iniitutional racism. The decentralized prograa at Berkeley is viewed
as the most vulnerable to institutional racism since its clients have
the-least amount of internal control. (SF)
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,Introduction

,A1 most of you know, this year marks the 25th anniversary of the historic
. c

Supreme e9mrt decision in Brown v, *lard of gducation. In tiie past quarter

century we have witnessed the end-of de 'jure segregation of schools in the

South, and an attack on de facto segregation in the North and West. However,

despite the vigorous efforts of the courts asd federal rvernment, many minori-

ties still see equality of opportunity in our classrooms as a distant dream,

or, worse, an impossible one.

".1 With _these considerations in mind, I undertook to examine relative success

of different organizational modes of implementing-desegregation in higher educa-

tion. I deCided to focus on the University of Washington, the University of

California at Santa Barbara, and the University pf California at Berkeley.'

Eacti of these institutions has accepted the basic premise.of affirmative

action, and each has thus established an Educational Opportunity Program (EOP)

designed tor recruit and support students from minority backgrounds. But,

structurally and operationily, these programs differ greatly. It thus seems

important to inquire'into the varying effects, if.ani, of these prograMs on

the clients-they are supposed to help. Such an exploratory investigation

might also Tay the groundwork for a model EOP structure, one which would best

facilitate the explicit purpOse of the program.

,Organizational Patterns

The.programsunder scrutiny exemplify three different organilational
<,/

4.

palerns: the self-determination model, the partial-determination model, and

:1

the integration model. ,

#

EOP at the.University o? Washington illusirates the self-determination' .

a
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model. It'is a unified, self-contained, relatively autonomoua body. A Vice-
.

President for Minori4 Affairs oversees the program's workings. He is a line

administrative officer and, at the same time, a professor' in an academic

department.. He reports directly to'the President, and can speak with him

whenever klie wants, merely by picking up the phone. He also sits on thea

President's internal cabinet, which meets regularly to decide important campus
e'

issues. beneath him are five separate ethmic administrative units black,

Chicano, poorvwhite, Asian American,.and Native Aaerican -- which handle the

affairs of their clients from recruitment through academic.and personal boun-

soling. The directors of the suppprt services (study'skill -enter, ethnic

cultural center, and tutorial center) also report.directly'to the Vice-Prealdent.

EOP at the Santa Barbara campus of the University-of California represents

the partial-determination model.' Its director, an Assistant Vice,Chancellor

00
,

for Student Affairs, ranks quite a bit lower in the hierarchy than his counter-

part at the University of Washingtbn. )1" reports to. the Vice Chancellor for

Administrative Services and Student Affairs, who in turn reports to the

ChanCellor. 'The Assistant Vice Chancellor is whiti as are his superiors.

Below him lie four minority components -- black, Chióano, Asian American, and

American Ind(an. A 'Chicano ast;ociate direaor supervises the activities of the

Chicano component, and a Black asseciate director oversees the others. These

two administrators meet-regularly with the Assistant Vice ChancellOr to discuss,
)

anØaicthe future of EOP. This somewhat decentralized "troika" system lacks

he functional coherence of the self-determination model. f'or instance, the.

Support Services for EOP students have been combined with regular stukent

soryiets. EOP is thus partially integrated tnto the overall administrative

structure.

EOP at. the Berkeley campus of the University of Calif9rpia follovs the+

integration model:- Distince minority units do .A-ot exist in the bureaucratic.

4
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structure; thogh minorities are

,

employed as directors, counselors, secretaries,

and so forth. All EOP clients use regular student services for advice and

assistance. HierarchiCally, EOP ranks even lower than at Santa Barbara.' Its

director (a minority) reports to the ViCe Chancellor, Student Affairs)kaIso a

minority), who reports to the Vice Chancellor, who, in turn, reports to tho

Chancellor. Minorities serve in key positions on campus. For example, the

Director oT Relations with Schools, who heads the Beilceiey's recruitment effort,

is a minority, as are sgveral of his aides. Minorities are also employed in

offices such as Financial Aid and the Student Learning Center, which have a

direct iipact on kOP studento .

These models represent a'cross-section of EOP oirganizational schemata,

,

and can ttlus aid us in determining the strengths and weaknesses of each. The

integration' model, for instance, has been criticized for fragmentilg responsi-

bility within the program; hence, wben problems arise, each office tends to

2
tame the others for them. Such matters "of efficiency can be fairly easy to

spot- Much less simple to identify, and thus more insidious, is(Ithe extent

to which the models may lend'themselves t9 or embody institlutional racism.

Despite the inflammatory term "racism" im the name of thlb concepf, it is

quite subtle, and deserves some exposition.

Institutional Racism

A

As an individlial mOr be racist,-Ney may,an institution. jn.the latter case,

however, racist policies-tend to become embedded'in the perceived.fanctions,

even the very assumptions, of an organizatibn: Suth fundamental biases

: regulate the institution's daily operations. And because these attitUdes are

often so basic and impersonal, actors on tfie scene may implement thqm in.

their Workaday roles without the slightest awareness of their racist nature

a 4
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(cf. Benokraitis & Yeagin, 197h;_ Blauner, 1972; ?engin, 1917 and 1978;

Molotch.and Wolf, 1970; Wellman, 1977).

The following are important charactdristics of institutionarracism:

1. It does not necessarily stem frorkovert or even recognized prejudice.

2. It tends to operatft either through exclasion or restriction of the

vparcipation of minority groups, by procedures that have become conventional,

part of the bureaucratic system.

onus.

3. It affords us no person o blame, as the rules bear the brunt of the

"N.
It tends to be less visible than individual'racism.

5. Once-established in an institution it takes on a life Qf its)11;wn.

6. It deiends the Advantages 'Whites have obialticfre:s a result of the

subordination of racial minorities.

Because of the difficulties in detecting ihStitutional racism, especially'

its administrative workings, it,is helpful to have a convenient external
N.%

standard by which to identify it. Therefore re might say that whetever. racial

-disparities exist in an institution, institutional.racism exists, regardlpss

of the intent or motives of the organization itself. Hence, it is clearly

possible for institutional racism to ci-eep even into all affirmative action

program like EOP. And since it could do so quite stealthily, one must monitor

for it carefully, and not feel particularliesTurprised if it shows up. Hence,

.an WO program could fail.because it is racist in itslf, or operates in an

institutionally racist context. In examinim EOP structures it is thus vital

to ass:less:their vulnerabilltyLto this problem.

. \

One ght get some measure of the extent oOnstitutional'racism

,

4



in an organization b examining_statistics. For instance, the percentege of

minorities enrolled in a given university might serve as such an indrx. But

we cannot gain a complete idea of the effectiveness of the various EOP programs

through enrollment figures alone. We must also look into relative academic

performance and general sense of well-being.

5

Numerous researchers have documented .the fact vat minorities tend to get

lower grades in universities than whites (e.g., 4eink, 1979; Feagin, 1977;

Froe, 196)$;' Morgan, 1970; Edington, 1969; Guerra et oil., 1969; et nl.).

Investigators have also studiedAtinorities for personality correlates of

inferior sciylastic 9.chievement in college. They have gotten, by and large,

mixed results; "the controversy is still growing cqncerning the degree (if any)"

to which ("minority] students may exhibit qualitirs such as anxiity, fear of

failure, negative self-concept, and inappropriate levels of aspiration"

(Klingelhofer & Hollander, 1973: 10). But about one distinctive minority

trait there is little dispute: sense of an external locus of control.

Locus of control refers to one's expectations about the determinants of

rewards. According to Keller and Pugh,

An internally oriented individual expects reinforcement
to occur as a consequence of his or her behavior; an
externally oriented individual expects ieinforcement t6
be controlled by fate, chance, or powerf41 others.

(1976: 110)4

Sense of external contror implies such qualities as powerlessness, alienation,

and anomie; it resembles the populai notion of "fatalism." A number of studies

have claimed that minorittes are generally more external than whites (Delco,

1969; Harper, 1969; Ngble, 1966; Resnik & aplan, 1971;,Vo ress, 1969; et

r

An investigation cited by. Battle and Rotter (1963) found whi es mori internal

than Chicanos, who, in turn, were more internal than Native Americans.

Colemn al. (1966) concluded that, in him large sample, whites vere moMt
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internal,"folloved by Asian Americans, then blacks, -Chicanos, and Native Ameri-

cans in a clump, and, finally', Puerto Ricans. As Klingelhofer and Hollander

note,

Thus far, the research . . does suggest that a large
propoYtion of (minority) students suffer from the beliet

that they are externally controlled; that they lack the
power to manage thetr environment, and to obtain rewards by

their corn behavior. (1973: 95)

Of the several measures of locus of control, Rotter's (1966) Internal-

...External Control of Retnforcement Scale.(I-E Scale) has proven most popular

among investigators (Cf. Lefcourt, 197io). But since the very concept of
.

\

f

locus of colitrol is still undergoing refinement, we must interpret scores.on

tho I-E scale vith -a certain prrspicaelty. Crandall et al. (1965),' ixtinted out

-the distinction .between perceived-control by other people and control by larger

forces or fate, important "since academic success and failure may have'little
4%.

to do with chance or luck but still be subject to external control through

teachers behaviors" (crandall et al., 1965). Gurin et al. (1969)developelt

this notion further by distinguishing between beliefs &pout the 'amount of

control oneself has (Personal Control) and most people in soctety'have (Control

Ideology). A person with high internal pers9nai trol feels he can reliably

attain rewards through his own efforts; one with hifh external personal control

believes that fate or the whim of outside authorities plays a greater part in

his gett4ng rewards than his own 'exertions do. On Ohe other hand, a person

with high internal control ideology assumes t t most other people can achieve

success through their own efforts; one with high external dontrol ideology

k believes that most other people generally cannot. Since Rotter's I-E Scale

leaned heavily toward \the ideidogical variable, qUrin et al. amended.it with

both Personal Control and Control ideology subscales.

The distinction led to important discoveries. Ou;in et al. (1969)

a

6
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found tIat blaCk college students\in the South with high internal personal

control kcored higar:on achievement \tests, made better grades, and did better

K \
on an anagtams task. Those with high ipternal control ideology performed less

well on the4e-measures, 'Lao (1970), in a study of 1,493 black males, concluded

that high internal personal control correlated with higher eritrance test

.scores, grades, and anagram test scores, Moreover, it also seems related to

"more ambitioys educational goalscand greater ecademic self-confidence among
(--

minorities (Lao, 1970), Ss well'ae to antfZipation of more prestigious jobs

.;(Gurin 61 Katz, 1966). Thus, minority students with a-well-developed sense of

internal personal control are likely to do better on tests, achieve more in'

school, and strive for more beyond school.

4.7:4 Intriguingly,,studies exist which report strategs for stvngthening the

sense of internal control. Noble, stressing political concerns
1,

suggested that

"there, must be some tangible evAence that a) learning equips Cblack youth] to

share in the power structure, and b) some feeling that educators,. . . are
)

sympathetid to the need for them to strive for polir (i.e., rewardr (l9t6)1.

/

Gurin and Katz (1766) found that,'while sense of personal control did not
,

differ between milority fres n who later in the ymar became social activists,

and.those who did not, by Jun the activists had.developed a stronger sense

of internal personal control, as well as a greater belief in the harmfiliess

of discriminatdon. The investigators concluded that working toward social .

G

change had boosted the sense of internal control. They thua, recommended,

\ 'not only aCtivism, but also education of minorities toward a realistic appre-

c,
hension of the way society works, so they neither exaggerate nor minimize.

the effects of racism on their lives. Leon (1973) demonstrated that academi-

cally successful minority freshmen tend to develop a 'greater sense'of internal

personal control during their first year. She suggested:



Those who would counsel disadvantaged students wouldjolo
well to build up and reinforce attitudes of personal con-
trol. . It-seems-that college faculivand ..dmintetratoif.
may be in the crucial position Of being'able to channel
in a positive direction s6me f the feelings of disillu-

. sionment with'traditional-instftutions and values. Affir-
mative action for change could be of great social benefit.
(57)

Klingelhoifer and Hollander (1973) express this idea more forcefully:

Programs can, and should, be instituted that are aimed at
developing in (ptinoritA students a realistic sense of
both personal and collective power; such programs must
include the development'of a campus environment that not
only encourages, but is responsive to efforts at personal
control. (101)

4-

EOP is such a wgram. Indeed, at the University of Washington and the

Univerdity,lof California it i the only. large minority uttit withiq tbe

bureaucratic structure. It thus seems reasonable to suppose that E0E-can

8

either foster or hinder its clients' developmknt of internal personal ochltrol,

-and-hence of higher grades and greater well-being. It likewise seems

reasonable to suppose that different EOPstructures would attain 'this end

with varying degrees of'success.

General Hypotheses

Given the above, three general hypotheses emerge:

1

1. Since EOP at the University of Washington is.a
program designed and run by minorities, ip should be least
vulnerable to institutioBal racism, and its'clients should
tend to develop the strongest sense of,,inteknal personal

Control. One might measure the success of the program
both by retention and graduation rates,. and, perhaps to a
'lesser extent, by grades.

'2. 'Since BOP at UC Banta Barbara has lesi autonomy than
its counterpart at,the University of Washington, itsshould
be more susceptible to institutional-racism, and,its students
should develop a less strongosense of internal control,.
The measures in Hypothesis. I could be used.
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3. Since EOP at dtBerkeley is d decentralized proigiram,1

it.0h9uld be most vulnerable to instltutfonal racism, and

its clients should have developed the least amodnt of in-

ternal control. Again,,indicators as In Hypothesis I could

be used. ,

Tentative Findinga and Conclusions

, At this time had expected to come before you with some general findings

'
O.'

to either supportior refute the above hypotheses. However, due to funding

and administrative troub4s, I am forced to postpone discussion of these

research questIons I do have certain observations to-ieport about each of

, the pcograms... All oi_tbe/04 are in trouble. .40_ un4,YerOitY is_eXperitAclng a

shava decline in its black poPulation, a slow rise or lefelin§ of its Chicane) ,.

group, and a drimatic inCrease in Asian Americans (cf. Bank,.1979). Each

campus has its explanation for tilis phenomenon, and few of them are based on

actual research. In snylAse, if the West really does set trends for the rest

of the cqpntry, I do not forsee meaningful debegrigation of higher education

in America in the near future.

;

.
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